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Introduction

Technology is ever-changing.  As more people use 3D printers, 3D printing technologies 

will improve and the same technologies will be used for a greater number of purposes.  As a 

result, this guide has very few step-by-step instructions, and instead focuses on the general 

application of 3D printing and 3D design.

Throughout this guide, generic terms will be used where possible.  While multiple 

technologies for 3D printing are addressed in the background information, thermoplastic 

extrusion printers will be exclusively described throughout the activities.  This is the most 

common technology available at the consumer level, where plastic is heated, pushed through a 

nozzle, and deposited on a print bed.

If you do not own a 3D printer, there are an increasing number of machines available for 

public use at libraries, universities, and community maker spaces.  You might start by inquiring at 

your local public library or searching for ‘fab labs’ (fabrication laboratories) or ‘maker spaces’ in 

your area.  Most facilities with public machines can help you print any design, regardless of the 

application (app) used to create them.

The apps specifically identified throughout this guide were chosen because they are web-

based and freely available on any computing platform.  They are certainly not the only apps 

which will perform these tasks, and there may be applications that will perform the same tasks 

better in some way.

You may progress through the guide at your own pace and in any order, though Challenge 

1 is a good starting point for anyone for which this guide is an early introduction to 3D printing 

technology.  Later challenges (especially Challenge 5 forward) require a basic understanding of 

software which may be achieved by completing the earlier tasks.

Throughout the activities, bold words in the text indicate key words which may be useful 

when using this text as a reference.  Dividing lines are intended as stopping points, usually after a 

question is asked or a task is given.

Answers and additional information are given right below each line.  Don’t be afraid to challenge 

yourself, but if you feel like you’re getting lost you can always look below the line for guidance.  

If this guide does not provide you with the answers you need, a quick web search will usually 

reveal what you are looking for.

If you can’t find an answer to a problem you are trying to solve, don’t hesitate to ask for 

help!  Contact information for the author appears on the next page.
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Additional Resources

Supplemental Materials

Additional materials are posted to the book’s website at http://mthagaman.com/?ps3p.  

Supplemental materials include customized 3D models for use with the included projects, links to

popular 3D design software, and links to other web-based resources.

New Content

New content may occasionally be published to the book’s web site.  Please check out the site at 

http://mthagaman.com/?ps3p and consider signing up for e-mail notification of updates.

Contacting the Author

Your contributions are always welcome!  If you have questions or suggestions, please contact the 

author: matthew@mthagaman.com.
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Background Information:

The Emergence of Computer-Aided Design

Engineering and design have been a critical part of construction since the dawn of time, and it is 

amazing to think that structures like the Taj Mahal, Coliseum, and Great Pyramids were built 

without the aid of the technology that we have today.  Construction drawings have been found on 

parchment and clay tablets, but the best examples of early designs are from the fourteenth and 

fifteenth centuries.  These sketches are not scaled, but

they are accompanied by extensive text descriptions.

Despite an appreciable amount of information, you could

not confuse fifteenth-century engineering designs with the

detail-oriented and symbol-laden drawings used today.

The lack of detail in early drawings makes a lot of

sense when you considers that mass production was not

possible.  Each piece of a machine required customization

by skilled workers.  While they were invented long

before, interchangeable parts did not become

commonplace until Eli Whitney popularized them in the

nineteenth century.  Whitney made muskets whose pieces

could be easily replaced, making manufacturing and

repair of muskets easy even for less-skilled workers.

With many workers making identical parts, engineering

drawings became more important.

Modern engineering drawings can be traced back

to the seventeenth and eighteenth centuries when

descriptive geometry was used to standardize the two-dimensional representation of three-

dimensional objects.  The simple suggestion that objects be drawn from more than a single 

perspective (see Figure B.1) had a great impact on the Industrial Revolution in the nineteenth 

century.  The requirement to submit standardized drawings as part of the patent process also had 

an impact on engineering design.

Through the late twentieth century, drawings were still created by skilled artists and draftsmen: 

the tools of the trade were pencils, ink pens, and watercolor.  Lines were made using rulers and 

protractors, with calculations done by hand.  The largest corporations, however, invested in 

hardware and software solutions as soon as they became available in the 1950s.

Figure B.1. An early machine drawing by 
Leonardo da Vinci (c. 1487).  Despite a lack of 
dimensions or views from multiple perspectives,
modern engineers have built many of 
Leonardo’s largely-theoretical designs.
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The first drafting software permitted only 2-

dimensional design, with computer-aided 3-

dimensional design coming much later.  The

software was run on mainframe computers rather

than the personal computers we use today, and in

many cases engineers were not allowed to use the

software themselves – they would pass hand-drawn

designs along to the company’s computer-aided

design (CAD) department and wait hours or days to

the see results.

This trend began to change in the 1980s as

personal computers became more popular.

AutoCAD, one of the most-commonly used CAD

applications today, was first released in 1982, and

despite lacking many features of mainframe-based

software, it quickly became popular due to its lower

per-user price and the much lower price of the computer itself.  AutoCAD and competing 

software packages soon became much more feature-rich, surpassing the more expensive 

mainframe alternatives.

As it became possible to give each engineer their own computer, CAD led to incredible 

increases in efficiency.  Nearly all calculations which would have been done by hand are now 

done by the computer, and while art still plays a great role in an an engineer’s job, it no longer 

requires as much of an engineer’s time.  The computer can create highly-realistic textures, 

shadows, and reflections simply by the designer choosing textures and adjusting lighting.

Figure B.3. The 
computer-generated 
model of the future 
Business & Engineering 
Complex at Bradley 
University in Peoria, IL.  
This composite 
illustration shows how 
modern computer-aided 
design can create an 
image that is life-like by 
integrating existing 
photography and 
computer-generated 
photography.  Used with 
permission.
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Background Information:

Materials & Manufacturing Processes

There are three key forms of additive manufacturing, or the process by which an object is created 

by adding layered material.  These processes are extrusion, photopolymerization, and binding of 

granular materials.  These processes can be used for 3-dimensional printing with nearly any 

material.

Extrusion

The most common form of additive manufacturing, especially at the consumer level, is 

called extrusion.  Here, materials are extruded (forced through a fine nozzle) in order to create 

lines.  As lines are layered, an object emerges.

We will explore the mechanics of this process more deeply in Activity 1, but you can think 

of this process as a computer-controlled hot glue gun being moved in three dimensions relative to 

the printing surface: side-to-side, front-to-back, and up-and-down.

The most common form of extrusion is thermoplastic extrusion, where plastic is heated 

and forced through a small nozzle.  Most of these plastics are available in a filament form (or 

provided in a thin plastic “wire” on a spool).

There are many forms of plastic which can be used with this technology, but in general the 

extrusion process can be used with a wide variety of materials – even chocolate and concrete!  

Here is a list of some materials which can be used in extrusion-based 3D printers, but note that 

every available material has not been included, and the list of available materials is always 

expanding.

Plastic Filaments

• PLA (polylactic acid) plastic, a corn-starch-derived polymer, is strong and resilient.  PLA 

is biodegradable, so under very specific conditions it could break down over time.

• ABS (acrylonitrile butadiene styrene) plastic is less brittle and more ductile than PLA.  It 

should be used in a well-ventilated area.  ABS softens in acetone vapor, so there are 

(dangerous!) treatments available to make ABS prints perfectly smooth.

• PET / PETE / PETP (polyethylene terephthalate) plastic, is the food-safe plastic found in 

water bottles.

• Nylon (polyamide) plastics are strong, durable, and versatile.  Nylon is flexible when thin, 

but since its molecules bond exceedingly well together, they can also make strong, rigid 

parts.
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• Polycarbonate is a plastic commonly used in making bullet-proof glass.  It is extremely 

tough and durable as well as temperature-resistant.

• Support filaments (such as PVA or HIPS) are commonly used with dual-extrusion printers, 

as they print supports which can be dissolved after the print is complete.  PVA (polyvinyl 

acetate) can be dissolved in water and prints at temperatures similar to PLA, so they are 

typically used together.  HIPS (high impact polystyrene) can be dissolved in limonene and 

prints at temperatures similar to ABS, so they are typically used together.

• Wood-based filaments are a mixture of plastic and wood which can be sanded, stained, or 

otherwise manipulated just like wood.

• Metal-, Stone-, and Plant-infused filaments are much like wood-based filaments – they are 

a mixture of plastics with a percentage of other materials (various metals, clays, or plant 

materials like bamboo).

• Conductive filaments contain enough metal to conduct electricity.  Conductive filaments 

can be part of an electric circuit and are commonly used with a dual-extrusion printer or in 

combination with conductive toys like MakeyMakey.

• Flexible filaments like TPE, “Soft PLA,” or TPU are elastic plastics.  TPE (thermoplastic 

elastomer) looks and acts like rubber, so it is soft to the touch and can be squeezed and 

stretched only to return to its original shape.  Soft PLA is slightly harder, but also stretches 

well.  TPU (thermoplastic polyurethane) is grease- and abrasion-resistant as well as elastic,

and is commonly used in cases for mobile phones.  TPE is softest with a Shore hardness of

90A, Soft PLA has a Shore hardness of 92A, and TPU has a Shore hardness of 95A.  All of

these filaments need a special extruder which prevents the filament from bending as it is 

being pushed.

• Other plastic or plastic-like filaments include carbon fiber, felt, foam, and silicone-like 

materials for making molds.

Pastes

• Frosting: When a baker decorates a cake using frosting, they often make use of extrusion: 

they apply pressure to a pastry bag in order to force frosting through a narrow nozzle.  A 

properly equipped 3D printer (for example, a printer equipped with a mechanized syringe) 

can make use of this same process with a greater level of precision.

• Chocolate, while theoretically available as a filament, also works well as a paste.  In a 

heated syringe, chocolate can be extruded in much the same way as frosting.

• Concrete, plaster, and clay, when in a liquid form, can be extruded in the same manner as 

frosting and chocolate.  3D-printed concrete has incredible potential to change the 

construction industry, as it enables craftsmen to make concrete shapes which were never-
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before possible.  It could also save on materials costs (and heating/cooling costs) by 

strategically leaving air pockets within the concrete structure.

Photo-polymerization

• Plastics of many kinds can be printed using thermoplastic extrusion, but there is another 

technology which is making waves.  Photo-polymerization uses a liquid or gel polymer 

which solidifies when it is exposed to ultraviolet light.  Unlike most other technologies, the

object prints from the top down – the object is affixed to an inverted platform, and as each 

layer cures, the platform is raised slightly.  While the technology is more experimental than

competing technologies, it has the potential to be much faster, as a whole layer can be 

cured all at once.

Granular Binding

• Plaster is already being used in the fields of art and medicine, using a form different from 

the extruded paste described previously.  After powdered plaster is laid down in a thin 

layer across the whole print bed, a liquid or gel binding agent can be extruded in lines.  

Layer after layer is deposited and “glued,” then the remaining powder can be brushed 

aside, collected, and re-used for future prints.  Printing in plaster has the advantage of 

being easy to cut, and it is a preferred material for printing organ replicas.  Surgeons who 

are facing unusual surgeries can 3D-print an organ from a CAT scan to better understand a 

unique surgery and even simulate the operation before doing the real thing.

• Clay materials can be printed much like plaster.  Like concrete, 3D-printed clay sculpture 

permits artists to do things which would have been impossible before, such as lace- or 

lattice-style containers.  One advantage of granular-bound clay over extruded clay is that 

granular clay uses dry clay particles to provide support for upper layers, while extruded 

clay requires printing extruded supports.  Extruded supports must later be broken off, often

leaving a scar behind.

• Metal, which is typically fused by heat, can be laid down in a powder form just like 

plaster, but instead of a liquid binding agent, a high-powered laser can be used to melt lines

and shapes in the metallic powder.

• Granulated plastics can also be fused by laser, and this method is commonly used in 

industry because lasers can provide a greater resolution (higher-detail) print than through 

thermoplastic extrusion.
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An Introduction to Additive Manufacturing
Before we create a 3-dimensional design, let’s see what other people have 
created.  Once we see what 3D printers have already produced, we will better 
understand 3D printing’s strengths and current limitations.

Activity 1: Explore a Collection of Public Models

There are many sources of publicly-shared 3D models which can be easily printed on any 3D 

printer.  One of the largest web sites for sharing these models is http://thingiverse.com/, which is a

site owned an operated by Makerbot, one of the leading 3D Printer manufacturers in the consumer

and education markets.

Take a few minutes to browse the ‘things’ Thingiverse has to offer, and try to categorize some of 

the objects you’re finding.  Be sure to check out the most popular things available 

(http://www.thingiverse.com/explore/popular) to see what other people are downloading and 

printing.  What are some of the most popular categories of objects?

Some very broad categories of objects you might find include:

• “Action figures,” or plastic figurines of animals, people, spaceships, ...

• Art, including jewelry, frames, home / room / locker decorations, ...

• Educational tools, such as topographic prints, scientific models, dissection kits, ...

• Functional objects, including containers, combs, tools, whistles, ...

• Parts, including gears, attachments, and parts for 3D printers.  This category includes parts 

which can no longer be obtained from their original manufacturer.

• Replicas, or models of real-world objects like works of art, architecture, fossils, …

Activity 2: Meet Your 3D Printer

The 3D Printer itself is a simple piece of technology.  To

control an extrusion 3D printer, a computer commands

four motors and a heating element.  More advanced

printers may have an additional motor or heating element,

but all machines work in basically the same way.

Before we get started, let’s settle some necessary

vocabulary: the extruder (or hot end) is the mechanism

that heats the plastic and through which semi-liquid

plastic emerges, and the print bed is the surface on

which an object is built.  The nozzle of the extruder is the

1

Figure 1.1. The extruder assembly and print 
bed of a Lulzbot Mini 3D printer.
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tip where hot material emerges.  See Figure 1.1 on the previous page for better identification of 

these three components.

Examine your 3D Printer, looking for the motors which control its movement.  How many can 

you find?  (Hint: motors are sometimes hidden on the printer, but when the printer is operating 

you can usually see a rod or belt spinning, even if the motor itself is covered.)

Look also for the heating element which heats the plastic or extruded material before it 

leaves the nozzle.  (Look for it, but don’t touch it!)

You should find four or more motors:

• One motor controls the side-to-size motion of the bed or extruder.  This is usually referred 

to as the x-axis.  (You may remember this term from coordinate plane lessons in math 

class!)

• One motor controls the front-to-back motion of the bed or extruder.  This is usually 

referred to as the y-axis.

• One motor controls the up-and-down motion of the bed or extruder.  This is usually 

referred to as the z-axis.

• The last motor feeds filament (the material which is melted) into the extruder, using the 

still-solid material to force liquid or semi-liquid material through the small nozzle of the 

extruder.

Any additional motors are typically used to better control the bed, though a dual-extrusion printer 

will of course have motors to separately control the two extruders.

You should also find one or more heating elements.  The one heating element you should be able

to find (but not touch!) is the one right above the nozzle.  Sometimes this is bare metal, or 

sometimes it is covered with a cloth or rubber insulator.  The extruder can reach temperatures of 

270 ºC (520 ºF) or more, so great care is required!

The print bed may also be heated, depending on the type(s) of material your printer is 

designed to work with.  The heated print bed, which has hidden heating elements beneath its glass

or metal surface, can reach temperatures of approximately 120 ºC (250 ºF).  The heated bed helps 

materials to adhere (stick) to the bed’s surface, eliminating errors in printing if lower layers shift 

on the bed as they solidify.
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As the extruder or bed move along the x- and y-axes

(side-to-side and front-to-back), plastic can be released at

a carefully-controlled rate in order to draw the lines and

shapes which make up a single layer of an object.

The extruder or bed will then raise a small amount

(as small as 1/20th of a millimeter or 1/500th of an inch)

and begin to draw the lines of filament which make up

the second layer.  As the layers pile up, the path the

extruder takes will change – sometimes slightly and

sometimes significantly.

Activity 3: Get Oriented with a Slicer

The software which determines the path the extruder

takes is called a slicer.  This software (including software like Cura, Slic3r, and Simplify3D) has 

the job of taking a 3D model of an object and slicing it into different layers, then determining the 

path the extruder needs to take in order to most-efficiently draw that layer.  Slicers typically give 

you an incredible amount of control over the object which the printer builds.

Take a look at your slicer software and see if you can figure out what changing the different 

settings would do (especially any settings called ‘basic settings’ or ‘printer settings’).  You do not 

need to actually change any settings to do this – some of the core settings, no matter which 

software you are using, will be described in a moment.

Before we look more deeply at the settings, it is

important to realize that 3D prints are not typically

solid all of the way through.  The image to the right

shows an object in Cura’s layer-by-layer slicing view. 

The yellow inner structure shows that the object has a

typical infill of 20% (20% plastic and 80% air).  The

green outer shell is what ultimately gives the object its

strength.

Unless the object is going to be under unusual

stress (for example a gear or another part of a

machine), having a high infill usually wastes material

– the shell thickness is more important.

Figure 1.2. Two views of an object in progress.  
The 3D printer completes each layer line-by-
line before moving up and adding additional 
layers.

Figure 1.3. Cura's layer-by-layer view shows the 
difference between outer shell (green) and infill 
(yellow).
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Below you will see a screenshot of Cura’s basic settings.  Different slicing software may use 

slightly different terminology, but regardless of terminology, each software will have similar 

settings.

Layer height (sometimes called print resolution) is one of

the most important settings, since it determines the 

thickness of each line the extruder lays down.  A layer 

height of 0.2 mm or 0.25 mm is typical for a fast print, but

some printers can print with a resolution as low as 0.05 

mm.  Layer height has a tremendous affect on print time, 

since it determines the number of layers which will be 

printed, and every layer printed takes time.

Shell thickness describes the thickness of the solid

outer shell (shown in green on the previous page).  When 

combined with bottom/top thickness, shell thickness 

determines the strength of the outer “hull” of the object.  

The shell and bottom/top thickness also have a 

measurable effect on print time, since printing solid layers

takes more time than printing infill.

Fill density describes the amount of infill.  20% is 

generally the lower limit for an object, with 40% a general

upper limit.

The print speed determines how fast the extruder moves as it draws lines of plastic.  

Speeds can range anywhere from 10mm/s to 200mm/s depending on the printer.  A higher speed 

completes prints in a shorter time, but low speeds are generally better for a quality print.

Printing temperature is set depending on the type of filament being used.  The two most-

commonly used plastics are PLA and ABS.  PLA prints at a lower temperature (180-220 ºC), 

while ABS requires higher heat (220-235 ºC).  Since 3D-printed objects can degrade in heat, ABS

will last longer in higher-temperature environments.

Bed temperature is used if your printer has a heated bed.  Printing on a heated platform 

helps the first few layers better adhere (stick) to the build platform and helps ensure a better print.

Printing on a heated bed is required for ABS prints (as well as other, higher-temperature 

filaments).  ABS typically uses a heated bed at 110 ºC while PLA, if a heated bed is used, will be 

closer to 60 ºC.

Figure 1.4. Cura's full Basic print settings.
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Depending on the shape of your object to print, support material may be required.  (As 

Figure 1.5 shows, you cannot print an upper layer on air.)  Support material is only required 

where the already-printed object cannot support upper layers.  Support type will give different 

options depending on the slicing software used, but the two considerations are the type of support 

and where that support should occur.  There are two common types of support: a square mesh 

much like infill or cone-shaped supports.  Cone-shaped supports typically use less filament, but 

the number of cones is determined by design complexity.  Support can be broken away (or 

sometimes dissolved, see support filaments on page 9) after the print is complete.

Platform adhesion structures ensure your print stick to the bed.  The two most common 

options are brim and raft.  Like the brim of a hat, a brim extends the bottom layer of the object out

by the specified number of lines (typically 20-40 lines).  With a raft, a large, flat structure is 

printed beneath the whole object (which “floats” on top).  The raft can be broken away after the 

print is complete.

The only other setting shown on the previous page which may need to be changed is the 

filament diameter, which may vary by spool.  Filaments which are advertised as being 3 mm in 

diameter are often closer to 2.85 mm, and having the correct setting here ensures that the correct 

amount of plastic is extruded.  Flow and machine nozzle size should not change once you have 

them set for your printer.

Activity 4: Optimize Your Slicer

Look more closely at your slicer’s settings.  Which settings might you tweak to make a faster 

print?  Which settings might you tweak to make a slower, higher-quality print?

Figure 1.5. Removable support material is important if your print will have an overhang.  Printing support material uses extra 
filament and takes extra time, but ensures that overhangs print as intended.
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Speed and quality of prints rely on a small number of settings.  Fast prints will have a high layer 

height (a resolution of 0.25 mm or more), a thinner shell and top/bottom thickness, a lower fill 

density (20% or a little lower), and a high print speed.  In contrast, high-quality prints will have a 

low layer height (a resolution of 0.15 mm or less), a thicker shell and top/bottom thickness, a 

higher fill density (perhaps as much as 40%), and a low print speed.

Let’s apply that information to two sample prints.

Print 1

This object must be printed to exact specifications, and it will be frequently seen and handled by 

customers, so a durable, high quality print is preferred.  However, it must also be printed quickly 

and with as little support as possible.  What settings would be best?

Print Resolution:

__ mm

Top/bottom Thickness:

__ mm

Infill:

__ %

Print Supports:

Yes / No 

Which side should be 

printed first on the bed?

Print 2

This object will be visible to customers, but not easily visible.  It must be printed quickly and with

as little support material as possible.  What settings would be best?

Print Resolution:

__ mm

Top/bottom Thickness:

__ mm

Print Supports:

Yes / No 

Which side should be 

printed first on the bed?
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The first print needs to be high-resolution, or have very small layer height.  Layers smaller than 

0.2 mm don’t usually look layered, so a layer size of 0.15 mm might be ideal.  The top and 

bottom surfaces need to be perfectly flat, so a thickness of 0.9 mm (6 layers at 0.15 mm) would be

ideal.  Infill should be fairly high, as the part needs to be durable, but the part also needs to print 

quickly.  An infill around 30% would probably be sufficient.  The arched bottom edge (through 

which there is a screw hole) should be printed on the print bed, with supports on.  Without 

supports, the arch would get messy as would parts of the “mouth” sticking out the side.

The second print can be of lower-resolution, but is still visible to customers, so a layer 

height of 0.2 mm would be ideal. The greater the top thickness, the more likely the top side will 

be flat, so values of 0.8 mm (4 complete layers) or 1.0 mm (5 complete layers) would be good.  If 

the object is printed so the large flat side is on the bottom, no supports are required.
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A First Prototype
Let’s learn about the iterative process of prototyping using TinkerCAD, a simple set 
of tools for manipulating objects in 3-dimensional space.

Activity 1: Explore the TinkerCAD Tutorials

TinkerCAD is developed by Autodesk, which produces professional 3D design products like 

AutoCAD and Inventor.  TinkerCAD is a very basic program which still provides an incredible 

amount of power for beginner and intermediate users.

Use of the TinkerCAD web site requires a free Autodesk account.  Setting up an account 

on the site is easy – they ask only for name, date of birth, and e-mail address.  In my experience 

they do not send advertisements or promotional e-mail messages.

Once you are logged in for the first time, you will be asked to work through some different 

tutorials.  Tutorials change slightly over time, but the first few tutorials are especially valuable 

because they teach a few key concepts in using the web-based CAD (computer-aided design) 

software.

A Few Skills to Master

• Repositioning objects in 3D space

• Moving your viewpoint / camera

• Grouping and ungrouping objects

• Creating Holes

• Resizing objects (proportionally and not)

• Copying, pasting, and deleting objects

A Few Optional Skills

• Snapping to the grid

• Aligning objects with one another

• Mirroring objects

• Using the workplane

2
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Objects can be moved along the x- and y-axes (side-to-side and back-to-front) by clicking a 

colored portion of the object (not one of the black or white handles) and dragging it.  They can be 

repositioned along the z-axis (up-and-down) by clicking and dragging the black cone above the 

center of the object.  Objects can be rotated around all three axes by clicking and dragging the 

(sometimes translucent) black rotation arrows, though all 3 arrows may not appear if your 

viewpoint / camera is at a sharp angle.

To reposition the camera, you can use the view controls in the upper-

left corner of the screen.  You can use the cube to change to a new 

fixed view or hover the mouse over the cube for some additional 

options.  You can also change the camera angle by right-clicking and 

dragging.  The home button returns to the default view and the 

rectangle button zooms in to the object in the center of the screen.

Figure 2.1. A selected object in TinkerCAD.  Black and white blocks allow resizing in the various dimensions, arrows allow 
rotation, and the black cone raises or lowers the object relative to the workspace.

Figure 2.2. The view controls 
in TinkerCAD.  The cube 
changes point of view, the 
home button returns to the 
default view, and the 
rectangle lets the selected 
objects fill the view.
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When multiple objects are selected, objects can be grouped and 

ungrouped using the toolbar icons in the upper-right corner of the

screen.  Multiple objects can also be aligned.  Clicking the Align

button will change the handles which appear, allowing you to align

along the center, right, or left in all 3 dimensions.  Mirroring lets

you easily flip objects in all three dimensions.

Solid shapes can be converted to holes using the tools

located just below the group and ungroup buttons.

Objects can be resized using the black and white handles in the

center and at the corners of each shape.  To keep the length, width, and height proportional, hold 

the Shift key while dragging.  Objects can also be resized to exact dimensions by clicking a 

handle, then clicking and changing the numerical dimension which appears.

Use the functions in the edit menu to copy, paste, duplicate, and delete objects.

By default, objects snap to the grid at 1 mm intervals.  This can be changed

using the grid options in the bottom-right corner of the screen.

Workplanes let you move the snapping grid to a different height or even

the side of an object.  You can drag the workplane tool from the Helpers toolset

in the right-hand pane or press the W key and click where you would like the

workplane set.

Activity 2: Create Your First Prototype

When you feel like you have the hang of TinkerCAD’s key features, you

can feel free to exit the tutorials and create a whole new design.  You can

do this by clicking on the TinkerCAD logo in the upper-left corner of the

screen and finding Create New Design.

Now that you are familiar with the different tools available within

TinkerCAD, it’s time to develop a prototype.  A prototype is simply a

“first try” at a design.

For your first prototype, assemble 3D shapes to make a basic 3D animal.

It might be a cat, a dog, a turtle, or any other animal, but keep it simple

with just enough detail that it can be identified as that animal.  If you

want a challenge, try limiting yourself to a total of 10 objects.

Figure 2.4. Grid 
options in 
TinkerCAD.

Figure 2.3. Object tools in 
TinkerCAD.  Color and fill options 
appear in the large box while the 
grouping, alignment, and mirroring
tools are available only when 
multiple shapes are selected.

Figure 2.5. A prototype of 
a simple cat figurine, 
created in TinkerCAD.
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Focus on the size and position of your shapes, and use the align and mirror tools to help you.

Activity 3: Iterate Your Design

3D Printing is the perfect technology for experimenting with iterative design, where a prototype is

built before small changes are applied to make new iterations.  Each new version (or iteration) 

allows you to test the results of your changes.

3D printing is much faster and much cheaper than injection-molded plastic and milled 

metal, the typical paths to manufacturing a part.  The aviation industry, for example, has made 

tremendous use of 3D printing to reduce costs and speed up the design and production of new 

prototypes.  Engineers are able to design parts with shapes that would have been impossible with 

injection-molding or milling.  Several assembled parts can even be replaced with a single one, 

reducing the weight of an aircraft and improving fuel economy.  Traditional manufacturing 

processes could not take place within an engineering laboratory, but since a 3D printer can fit on a

tabletop, it is easy for engineers to print their own parts as they iterate through designs.

Looking back at your design, are there any changes you could make to improve it?  Some 

questions to ask yourself:

• Is your animal symmetrical where appropriate?

• Is your model crafted with the need for

supports in mind?  Remember that any

part of the figure which sticks out from

the base at an angle greater than 45

degrees will require supports.

• Would adding a small number of

additional shapes make your animal

much easier to identify?

Iterate your design!
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Time to Play with Clay
In the real world, a mistake with clay is difficult to correct.  With digital clay, 
however, there is always an undo button.  Let’s take a look at creating a more 
irregular shape using SculptGL.

Activity 1: Compare Traditional and Digital Clay

While TinkerCAD is a great tool for working with geometric shapes, you may feel that the limited

number of shapes restricts your ability to add detail.  One of the greatest tools in TinkerCAD is 

the import function, which allows you to integrate models developed in other software.

Let’s take a little bit of time to acquaint ourselves with SculptGL, which allows us to raise, lower, 

and paint different surfaces of different objects, much like you would work with clay in the real 

world.  Starting with a lump of clay is a very different experience, and as a result you will need to

work with some very different tools.

To get started, go to SculptGL at http://stephaneginier.com/sculptgl/.  You will be presented

with a sphere, and the many tools on the right side of the screen will let you manipulate the sphere

in many different ways.  Take a few minutes to experiment!

The most valuable tools can be found under sculpting and painting.  Let’s take a closer look at a 

few.  Many of these tools have additional settings available including Radius and Intensity 

which are worth playing with.

The Brush is a generic tool 

with many options that allow 

you to gently add or remove 

material where your mouse 

“paints” the sphere.  Checking 

or unchecking the negative 

option toggles between adding 

and removing material.

The Inflate tool works 

similarly to the brush, though 

it has more of a smoothing 

effect.

3
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The Smooth and Flatten tools are similar to brush and

inflate in that they both have similar results but Flatten has more well-defined results.

Crease makes a fine imprint into your object, and works much like a wooden stylus would 

using traditional clay.  The crease tool can be easily used to draw in relief.

The Drag function

gives the “clay” a certain

amount of stickiness, so you

can easily drag out arms,

horns, tentacles, and similar

shapes.

The Transform tool allows

you to move or rotate your

object in any direction.

The Transform tool

becomes especially useful when you accumulate multiple

objects in the scene, so you might make note of the ability to add different objects (including 

spheres, cubes, and cylinders) in the Scene menu.

Figure 3.6: The Drag tool allows the 
creation of arms, tentacles, and similar
shapes.

Figure 3.7: The Transform tool allows 
movement, rotation, and resizing in 
any direction.  Here, three spheres 
were manipulated to make a snowman.

Figure 3.5: The Crease tool carves 
sharp lines out of the sphere, much as 
a stylus would be used with clay in the 
real world.  As with other tools, 
settings can be changed to represent a 
smaller or larger stylus.
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Activity 2: Improve Your Animal

The head you gave your animal in the second 

challenge was probably not very detailed since you 

were restricted by the use of geometric shapes.  Make

use of SculptGL and add a new sphere.  (Within 

SculptGL, go to Scene > Clear Scene, then add a new

sphere at Scene > Add Sphere.)  Fashion a new head 

and face for your animal.

Tools like brush/inflate are useful for drawing 

muted shapes, with the drag tool being useful for 

drawing out things like ears, noses, and whiskers.  

The symmetry option, which is checked by default, is

very useful in working with animals, since most 

animals have bilateral symmetry (where the left and 

right sides can be divided into mirror images of each 

other).

When you are done creating your animal’s head, you will want to export it in a format that other 

programs can understand.  In SculptGL, go to the Files menu and select Save .stl.  The file will 

start as a download in your browser, and its file size will vary depending on your object’s 

complexity.  The STL file (standardized tessellation language) is a universal file format for 3D 

objects, and it is one file type which can be imported into TinkerCAD.

Activity 3: Import Models into TinkerCAD

To add your new head to the animal you created earlier, open it in

TinkerCAD.  (You may have to click the Tinker This button when

you find it in your recent designs.)

With the design open, find the Import tools in the pane on

the right side of the screen.  Click the Browse… button to find the

STL file you downloaded from SculptGL and click the Import

button.  It will take a short time for the file to be uploaded, then

TinkerCAD may give you an error message.  Uploads usually work

on the first try, but it may be necessary to import STLs from

SculptGL at a higher scale (1000% is often suggested) in order for

them to be visible on the screen.  If you do not get an object or Figure 3.9: The sample cat from 
Challenge 2, with its more realistic 
head in place.

Figure 3.8: A basic cat’s head drawn in SculptGL.  
The ears were created using the drag tool, while the 
eye sockets, nose, and whiskers were created using 
the Brush tool.  The Inflate tool was used rather than 
the brush to create the face, and the Crease tool was 
used to sculpt the mouth and nostrils.  The eyes are 
additional spheres.
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error message, be patient.  It may take a few extra moments for the newly-uploaded object to 

appear on-screen.

With your new head available, you can delete the one you initially designed.  Your sculpted

face can then be re-sized and moved into place.

Activity 4: Export Models from TinkerCAD for 3D Printing

Whether you would like to print your completed figure or

make changes to the model in another program, the

process for exporting models from TinkerCAD is the

same.  Click the Export button in the upper-right, above

the workplane and ruler tools.

The first part of the Download interface asks what

to include in the export.  There are two options:

Everything or Selected Shapes.  Everything is the most

common use, but occasionally it may be useful to export

only part of the design.  If you designed a container, for

example, you could separate the container and its lid by

exporting them separately rather than separating them on

the workplane.

The second part of the interface presents three file formats, two for 3-dimensional shapes and one for 2-

dimensional designs.  STL is the more universal file format, especially for 3D printing, but OBJ files 

(which tend to be larger in size) can also be used by many slicers and professional CAD programs.  SVG 

files are line drawings like we will use in Challenge 4, and can be used with laser cutters or within 

TinkerCAD to simplify 3D shapes.

If you are feeling ambitious, now is a great time to mention that you can import TinkerCAD STL 

models into SculptGL.  Arms and legs are not perfect cylinders, so if you wanted to sculpt the animal 

figure you’ve already assembled, you can further improve realism in SculptGL.

Figure 3.10: The Export dialog in TinkerCAD.  The 
options allow exporting the whole design or only 
pieces at a time, and designs can be saved as 3D 
objects or 2D line drawings.
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Cookie Cutters from Scratch
Nothing better exhibits extrusion than turning a simple line drawing into a 3D 

shape.  Let’s create line-based cookie cutters using Cookie Caster, Method Draw, 

and PicSVG.

Activity 1: Create a Cookie Cutter Using a Single Line

Cookie Caster is a simple tool for creating cookie cutters.  Cookie Caster allows you to draw a 

closed shape using straight and curved lines.  After tweaking the line, you can easily download 

the cookie cutter’s 3D model, complete with a ridge designed to increase the cutter’s strength and 

reduce its flex.

Head to Cookie Caster at http://www.cookiecaster.com/.  Click the “Draw Your Custom 

Cookie Cutter” button, then on the “Sure!  I Love Cookies!” button to complete a very short 

tutorial.  This tutorial will help you understand how to make curved lines as well as straight ones.

Using the Pen tool allows you

to create a shape from 

scratch.  When using the Pen 

tool initially, you will create a

new point every time you 

click.  After a basic shape has

been drawn using points and 

the figure is closed by ending 

at the starting point, you can 

convert straight lines into 

curved lines.  Simply click-

and-drag the orange circles 

between points to change 

how the line curves.

You can also click-

and-drag the blue points to 

move them.  If you watch as 

you drag either the points or 

curves, white lines will 

appear when your point is 

aligned vertically or 

horizontally with a previous 

4
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point.  This can be useful in making more precise shapes, especially where symmetry is 

concerned.

A useful component of the pen tool which is easily overlooked (and is not featured in the 

tutorial) is the ability to add and remove points.  Try these tools by clicking on the plus and 

minus buttons in the upper-right corner of the drawing area.

Activity 2: Create a Cookie Cutter Using Multiple Lines

One limitation of Cookie Caster is that you cannot add detail or inner lines.  (For example, you 

could never create the lines representing the ribs on a basketball – only a circle shape.)  To 

overcome this limitation, let’s work with a more professional drawing tool.  After we complete a 

drawing, we can turn any design into a 3-dimensional object with just a few clicks.

There are many tools which will allow you to create line drawings, but we will use Method Draw,

found at http://editor.method.ac/.  Because the Method Draw is web-based, it works with all 

devices, though you may run into a small bug from time to time.  (If you can install software onto 

your computer, Inkscape (https://inkscape.org/) is free tool for Linux, macOS, and Windows.  

Inkscape is less prone to bugs, but is generally more difficult for beginners to learn.)

Browse to Method Draw at http://editor.method.ac/.  The interface is simple and easy-to-

use, but if you’d like games to help you master drawing skills, start at http://method.ac/.
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When you first access the editor, you are presented with a blank canvas and the canvas 

tools are accessible on the right side of the screen.  Size is usually unimportant, but the ratio of 

length to width might be important if you have a specific drawing size in mind.  If you want to 

make a square drawing, for example, you might want to change the width or height so they match.

The reason that size is unimportant is that you are creating a line drawing, where all the 

lines and shapes are completely scalable – you can make it as big as you’d like and never lose 

detail.

Take a few minutes to play with the different tools along the left side of the screen to see how 

they work.  As you get started, note that clicking and dragging with the pen tool creates curved 

lines.  Note also that clicking and holding the shape tool (the star) allows access to a greater 

number of shapes and symbols.

The Pencil Tool (second from the top) permits completely free-hand drawing.  The Line Tool 

(third from the top) creates straight lines, and holding the shift key will lock the line along 45-

degree angle increments.  The Pen Tool (sixth from the top) creates straight or curved lines, with

curved lines controlled by clicking and dragging.

Selecting any of these line paths using the Arrow / 

Select Tool (the top option) shows a number of 

properties along the right side of the screen.  Most of 

the options can be changed by either clicking and 

dragging to increase/decrease the number value or 

double-clicking to change the exact value.  Many of 

these tools (especially the stroke width) are very useful

when creating a design for 3D printing, but the Blur and

Opacity tools should be ignored if your goal is a 3D-

printed piece.  Blurry or transparent lines are difficult to

translate into a 3-dimensional object.

Double-clicking a path allows you to edit the 

points of the path.  You can then move selected points 

by dragging them or changing their exact X and Y 

values, switch between straight and curved segments, 

change the shape of a curve by dragging the curve’s 

handles, and add/remove points.
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The remaining tools are fairly self-explanatory, though it is worth mentioning that there is 

an option for Roundness after you have drawn a rectangle.  You can also directly edit the points 

along a shape’s path by double-clicking the shape.

Before you begin work, it is important to understand how color functions in

vector (line) drawing tools.  Each object has a stroke color and a fill color.  The

fill and stroke colors appear beneath the Eye Dropper Tool.  In the image to

the right, white is currently selected as the fill color, and black is the stroke

color.  When it comes to 3D design and 3D printing, the visual color does not

matter – both the white and black in our example would result in a solid object.

In 3D printing, what matters is if there is color or if the fill/stroke is transparent

(transparent is the color option which appears as a white box with a red line).

If you wanted to draw a basketball cookie cutter, all you would need is a black-

stroked circle with a transparent fill, and several lines with the same black

stroke and transparent fill.  Note that fill matters even with lines, as fill will be

applied between the end points (see Figure 4.5).

Also note that vector drawings consist of objects arranged on 

a canvas, and as such each object belongs to a layer of its own.  If 

you need to raise or lower an object so it appears above or below 

another, you can use the options at the top of the Object menu.

Now that you have an understanding of how to use Method Draw, 

draw a cookie cutter.  It could be a representation of a simple object 

like a basketball, or a more advanced drawing like a face.  Remember that any shapes which are 

floating in the middle of the drawing (like the eyes on a face) need to be attached to the rest of the

cookie cutter by a line.  If it helps, there are group/ungroup tools in the Object menu, and there 

are options for View Grid and Snap to Grid in the View menu.  You can change the zoom using 

the tool on the bottom-right corner of the screen.

When you are finished with your cookie cutter, go to File > Save Image…  This will save a SVG 

(Scalable Vector Graphic) which can be imported into TinkerCAD.  Note that a SVG is a 2-

dimensional drawing, so a program like TinkerCAD is needed in order to transform it into a 3D 

object.  If you are in a hurry, you can jump ahead to Activity 4 on page 30 to complete that 

process.

Figure 4.4. Method
Draw's color tools.
The white fill or 
black stroke 
pictured could be 
changed to 
transparent by 
selecting the white 
box with red line.
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Activity 3: Trace a Cookie Cutter

If you completed Cookie Caster’s tutorial, you may have already learned about the Magic Trace 

function.  Cookie Caster can do a good job of tracing simple shapes, but there are other tools that 

can automatically trace more complicated objects.  PicSVG is an easy-to-use web-based tool 

which gives you some control over this process.  PicSVG will generate a line drawing similar to 

the one you made in Cookie Caster, except that it supports shapes within shapes and allows much 

higher levels of detail.

Browse to PicSVG at http://picsvg.com.  Upload an image of your choice, preferably one 

with high levels of contrast (some very dark colors and some very light ones).  PicSVG will 

generate a black-and-white line drawing, and it is easier for the software to detect big differences 

in brightness rather than small ones.

Once your image is uploaded,

tinker with the Details and Filters

options to see which gives you the best

result.  If you’re looking for a better

view, use the magnifying glass icon in

the bottom, right-hand corner of the

image result in order to see a larger

version of your potential object.  When

you’re sure you have the best version

possible, download the SVG (Scalable

Vector Graphic) image using the button

that reads Download image.svg.

As with Method Draw, the

shapes drawn with PicSVG are 2D line

drawings, not 3D shapes.  Fortunately, TinkerCAD makes the 2D to 3D transformation easy!

Activity 4: Import and Extrude Line drawings in TinkerCAD

Regardless of the app that created them, TinkerCAD can

transform SVG line drawings into 3-dimensional objects.

Follow the instructions for importing a model on page 24.  Line

drawings are imported with a height of 10mm, but you can

resize it just as you would any other object in TinkerCAD.

Figure 4.7. A SVG image created by 
PicSVG, imported into TinkerCAD.

Figure 4.6. PicSVG after an image has been imported.  Light colors 
have been made white/transparent while dark colors have been made 
black/solid.
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From 2D to 3D
While solid objects can be useful, many of the most useful designs in the world 
around us are made of interconnecting parts.  Let’s create an interlocking design 
using two or more flat objects.

Activity 1: Break Three Dimensions into Two

Our goal in Challenge 5 is to create a 3-dimensional object

using two (almost) 2-dimensional ones.  The end result will

be a unique, artistic creation which will print quickly since it

is composed of pieces with very few layers.  Take a look at

Figure 5.1 to get an idea of where we’re headed.

Start by envisioning an animal or other object from

both the front and side views.  Look for images to reference.

It helps to have images which clearly show your choice

from the front and side.  Can the animal be easily identified

from a simplified version of both?  A fox, for example, has a

well-defined side view, but its front view might easily be

confused with other animals, so it may not be the best

choice.

If you made a design using both views, would you be able to easily connect them?  The 

answer to this question should generally be yes, but if the animal has one view which is much 

smaller than the other (for example, a snake), it may be difficult to keep the two pieces together.

When you are able to answer yes to both questions above, proceed to Activity 2!

Activity 2: Create the Front and Profile Views

With your animal in mind, it is time to create the front and side views using TinkerCAD.  The 

front and side views should be separate from one another, but side-by-side in the same design file.

They should be the same height (thickness) anywhere they will be interconnected.  For this first 

project, keep all pieces the same thickness.  To keep things simple, it is best for both the front and 

side views to be of the same length (from the top of the head to the bottom of the feet).

5

Figure 5.1. The front and side views of a 
giraffe.  When the two pieces are slid 
together, the resulting figure will be a free-
standing 3D object.
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In order for all parts to

have a uniform thickness, we

cannot use shapes which change

in three dimensions; we need

shapes which change only in two

dimensions.  Avoid using shapes

like pyramids and cones – use

roof shapes when you need

triangles.  Similarly, avoid using

spheres – use cylinders and

round roofs instead.  In fact,

limit yourself to the box,

cylinder, roof, round roof,

polygon, and tube.  In Figure

5.2, you can see the versatility of

these few shapes – the dog uses

only three of the shapes listed!

To keep all parts the same thickness, all parts should be made with the exact same height 

(2mm works well).  You can creatively use the hole feature to show details like eyes, noses, and 

whiskers.  This uniform thickness is important because the two pieces must fit together in Activity

3.

Activity 3: Modify Parts for Interconnectivity

With both front and side views complete, it is time to add cut lines so your two pieces will fit 

together.  First, select all items in your front view and group them.  Do the same for your side 

view.  Now, select each view in turn and check that the height/thickness is the same (2mm was the

suggestion).  Make adjustments if needed – you want all surfaces on your figures to be perfectly 

flat.

With the height verified, find the total length of your front and side views.  (The length you need 

is the top-to-bottom measure of your figure as it lays flat against the workplane.)   This measure 

should be the same for both views – if it is not, modify one.

Create a new box-shaped hole which will form the slot used to fit the pieces together.  That

new box’s length should equal half of the total length you just found, and its width and height 

should be 2mm (or the same as the height you found at the beginning of this activity).

Figure 5.2: The front view of a dog, showing the shapes and the result when 
select shapes have been turned into holes.  On the left, orange shapes are 
cylinders, green shapes are roofs, and cyan shapes are round roofs.
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Use TinkerCAD’s alignment tools to place this box in the bottom-center of your animal’s 

front view.  Make a copy of this box, and place it at the top of your side view, about 2mm away 

from where the head belongs.  You should end up with two holes (slots, really) which will allow 

your front view to slide into position.  See Figure 5.3 to double-check your positioning.

After you have made a successful print of your first design, you can try making a new design 

where detail is shown through a combination of holes and stacked layers as is depicted in Figure 

5.3.  You must use caution in doing so, however, as no stacked layers can be placed where they 

might interfere with the slots which will hold the two views together.  In the example in Figure 

5.3, layer details are either at the top of the figure where the upper slot does not extend or are to 

the far left and right of the lower slot.

Figure 5.3: The dog example used earlier shows the proper position of the slots.  Two versions of the front view are pictured – 
the green option on the left shows detail through hole-based details as encouraged in these instructions, while the brown 
version provides detail through a series of raised layers.
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Building Geared Devices
If you’ve achieved a perfect fit with your 2D assemblage, you might be ready to 
take your skills to the next level.  Let’s see how gears fit together to make 
moving machines!

Activity 1: Create Common Gears
A gear is a machine part (usually a wheel) with teeth which transmits motion, changes speed,
or changes direction relative to another toothed part.  There are many different types of gears 
which can be used to achieve a specific purpose.

6
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If you would like to learn how to make a few of these gears, continue with Activity 1.  If you 
would like to get right to work putting gears together in order to make a functional object, 
jump ahead to Activity 2 on page 37.  All parts made in Activity 1 are available for download.

Making a Spur Gear
The TinkerCAD community has made some great Shape
Generators, one of which will help us tremendously here.
From the drop-down which usually reads Basic Shapes,
select Featured Shape Generators.  Find the Custom Gear
generator by Andrew M. and add it to your workplane.  In
the settings box that appears, enter the values from the
Custom Gear Properties column beside Large Spur Gear on
the next page.  Change only the number of points, radius,
and inner radius – do not change center height or teeth
angle.

All the gear absolutely needs at this point is a central hole around which to rotate, but if you 
would like, you can add spokes to save plastic and improve appearance.  To do so, add a 
cylindrical hole with the length and depth specified in the table below, align the center of the 
gear and hole using the alignment tools, group the hole and the gear, then add spokes with the
given length.  Figure 6.1 shows a completed large spur gear with spokes, including the central
hole.
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Gear Size Custom Gear Properties Spoke Properties (Optional)

Large Spur Gear
(100mm diameter)

# of Points:   24
Radius:   50
Inner Radius:   45

Large Cylindrical Hole: 66
Spoke Length: 75

Medium Spur Gear 
(75mm diameter)

# of Points:   18
Radius:   37.5
Inner Radius:  32.5

Large Cylindrical Hole: 49.5
Spoke Length: 56.25

Small Spur Gear 
(50mm diameter)

# of Points:   12
Radius:   25
Inner Radius:  20

Large Cylindrical Hole: 33
Spoke Length: 37.5

Create a spur gear of all 3 sizes by completing the steps above.  You should notice that the 
teeth of each gear are all the same size.  This is because as we reduced the radius (as we made
a smaller gear), we also reduced the number of points (teeth).  We did not change the 
difference between the radius and inner radius – in each case, the inner radius was exactly 5 
mm less than the full radius.  (Note: when engineers design gears, they do far more 
calculations.  Our teeth, for example, don’t match up perfectly between the different sized 
spur gears, but for our purposes they match more than well enough.)

At this point, all that is missing is the central hole around which the gear will rotate.  Add a 
cylindrical hole with a length and width of 10 mm, align it and the rest of your gear, and you 
are ready to export!

Making a Rack
Because our rack needs to fit with our existing gears, we need to
be very careful how we construct it.  If you were to measure the
tooth size of each gear we have made, you would find that each
tooth is essentially a triangle with a base measuring 11.75 mm and
a height measuring 5.39 mm.

With those numbers in mind, it is simple to construct a rack.
Start with a box set to a height of 1mm and place a roof shape on top (raise it 1mm from the 
surface of the workplane).  The box serves to hold the gear teeth together.  Rotate as needed 
and as you go to resize, click the number representing the height to change it to 5.39.  Set the 
width to 11.75, and since we never changed the height of the spur gears, set the depth of the 
roof to 10 mm in order to match the height of your gears.
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A face gear is an easy way to change the direction of motion.  
It consists of teeth rotated around the outside of a circular disc.

Since we determined the size of our teeth in making our 
rack, all we have to do in order to complete our face gear is 
rotate our roof-shaped teeth around a cylinder.  Start with a 
cylinder which is 50mm in length and width, and 2mm in 
height.  Place a roof shape on top (using the dimensions from 
the previous gear), then duplicate the roof, rotating the new 
roof and the cylinder base by 30 degrees.  The old roof will 
stay in place, and this way you know that the teeth will all be 
in the perfect position.  Continue duplicating the original roof, 

then selecting the duplicate, all other roofs, and the cylinder before rotating by 30 degrees.  
Place a total of 12 teeth all the way around the cylinder.

When all of the gear teeth are in place, add a 10mm hole down the middle as we have 
done before.

Making a Helical Gear
In helical gear, the word helical refers to its spiral or screw shape.  To
make our helical gear, we are once again going to turn to the TinkerCAD
ommunity’s shape generators, this time utilizing user imm22’s Twisted
Polygon generator.

Find this shape generator under Featured Shape Generators, then
add one to your workplane.  Because we once again want to use this gear
with our other gears, we need to ensure it will work together with the
others.  Set the properties of the twisted polygon as follows.  You will 

notice that the number of points and the
radius are exactly half of the small spur
gear we made earlier – again, to ensure
our parts fit together.

Once the shape has been updated, add a cylindrical 
hole measuring 10 mm in length, 10 mm in width, and 20 
mm in height.

Activity 2: Assemble Gears into a Functional Device
Whether you made all of the gears yourself or you plan on using gears available for download
at http://mthagaman.com/?ps3p, assembling them works the same way.

Start by coming up with a device you might build using gears.  Could you create a crank-
driven spinner?  A rocking horse using a gear and cam shaft?  (A cam shaft is a pole/shaft 
which is mounted off-center on a rotating wheel, creating variable motion).  How about a 
clock or another device which could operate based on a battery-powered motor?

Twisted Polygon Properties

# of Points: 6
Radius: 12.5
Height: 20
Bottom Twist: 15
Top Twist: -15
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An example of a crank-driven spinner appears in Figure 6.5.  Frank the Goat rotates when the
crank is turned.  This device is composed of:

• A crank handle (a box connecting two cylinders)
• A crank shaft (cylindrical hole)
• A small spur gear
• A face gear
• A wheel with attached axle and design (cylinders and imported SVG image)
• A 4-sided support structure with holes (boxes with cylinder hole)
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Most importantly, think about which parts should be printed separately and which should be 
printed together.  Connected parts can always be printed separately and glued (or epoxied) 
together if it will reduce the amount of support material required.  See the sample build plate 
for the crank-driven spinner in Figure 6.6: the only piece which will require support is the 
crank shaft (a very small amount of support on the two long edges of each cylinder).  For 
assembly, glue would be required in three places: where the two gears meet their axles, and to
hold the goat emblem on the spinning wheel.
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Additional Challenges
With your core skills already developed, you are well on your way towards creating 

anything you can imagine.  Here are a few further challenges.

Activity 1: Badge / Medallion

Badges are often made of a raised design attached to a flat

shape.  Try designing a badge using TinkerCAD and/or the

Method SVG Editor, where one shape/import is about 2mm

tall, and the design is raised another 2mm.  You will create

two 2D designs, but export a single 3D design.

Try using two layers first, but you could also add

more layers to give your design more detail.  In one

example (Figure 7.2), the base of the police shield was the

first layer, the rays coming out from the center and the

eagle’s wings were added to the second layer, and the

ribbons, leaf design, and eagle body were all part of the

third layer.

Printing Advice: The design itself should generally

be a minimum of 2 mm thick in order to be strong enough to

survive removal from the print bed.  The smaller the layer

height, the better, though you must be careful to consider

your 3D printer’s layer height limitation.

Activity 2: Bookmarks

There are several styles of bookmarks which can be 3D

printed.  The more basic is a flat design, while the more

advanced acts more like a paper clip.

Bookmarks are generally pretty flat, so how do you

get a cool design in a flat piece of plastic?  By creating a

mesh, of course!

 Try using hole shapes in

TinkerCAD to create an

interesting mesh design.

When you create your

mesh, just be careful that

7

Figure 7.1. A 2-layer medallion featuring 
Frank the goat.  The red design sticks out 
from a thin yellow cylinder.

Figure 7.2. A 3-layer medallion based on a 
patrolman's badge.  The base layer is the 
shield shape itself and the second layer 
composes the rays from the center as well as
the eagle's wings.  The ribbons, leaf design, 
and eagle body come from the third layer.

Figure 7.3. Two bookmark designs: one with a clip for keeping the page, and one based 
on a mesh design.
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your bookmark will still be strong – you need to be able to remove it from the print bed in one 

piece!

Printing Advice: Depending on what layer height your printer can handle, as well as how 

intricate your mesh is, your final height might range from 1.5mm to 2.5mm, with 2mm being a 

height that all printers could handle.  Because structural integrity will be important here, a 

smaller layer height would allow more layers and greater bonding between those layers.  Be 

careful to consider your 3D printer’s layer height limitation!

Activity 3: Bracelets

All kinds of impressive bracelets have been designed for 3D

printing, and a quick search on Thingiverse or a similar site

will show you many examples.  It would be easy to design a

bracelet for its wearer by creating a ring whose hole is just

larger than the largest part of the wearer’s hand/wrist.  (Lay

a flat ruler on the back of your hand and measure between

the knuckle attaching your thumb to your hand and the edge

of your hand on the opposite side.)  Try using TinkerCAD to

create a design on a specifically-sized ring, tube, or torus

shape.

A more advanced design would be one which

expands and contracts so it can fit many different wearers.

A design like this might be based upon a ringed zig-zag

pattern, such as the one illustrated in Figure 7.6.

Printing Advice: the material in which a bracelet is

printed may require extra thought.  If flexible materials like TPE/TPU are an option, those might 

be best, but of the most-commonly-used filaments, PLA is likely the best – it is slightly softer and 

more forgiving than ABS or PET plastics.

Activity 4: Light Box

Many 3D prints end up being decorative, but décor is always

enhanced through the use of light!  Consider the creation of

an LED enclosure.  By creating either cut-outs or by varying

the thickness of the enclosure wall, light can pass through to

create decorative designs.

If you plan to print using opaque plastics, create a

design using cut-outs, or if you are planning to print with a

Figure 7.5. Rockstar Bracelet.  A fixed-sized
bracelet, assembled using a customized ring
shape and decorative shapes in TinkerCAD.

Figure 7.6. Zag Bracelet.  A stretchable 
bracelet, created as a line drawing in 
Method Draw.
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translucent (partially see-through) plastic, you can consider varying wall thickness instead, since a

different amount of light will shine through thicker or thinner plastic.

Either way, create a design in TinkerCAD which has four walls and a bottom, with an 

optional lid.  Size the inside of the box to about 10mm larger than your LED source in both 

directions, and make the normal wall thickness 4 or 5 mm to ensure they are strong.  (If you don’t

have a small light source, there are many places to buy battery- or wall-powered “LED tea lamps”

or “LED strips” online).  Before leaving an LED in an enclosed space, test the amount of heat it 

releases.  LEDs produce much less heat than traditional incandescent bulbs, but they can still be a 

fire hazard.

Note: Any letters or designs which have open holes will not work as expected with a cut-

out design.  In Figure 7.7, you will notice that the O in love has no solid center to it, because 

once support material is removed there would be nothing to hold the center of the O in place.

Activity 5: Marble Roller Coaster

Do you have a marble or another small ball?  If so, you

have all that you need to design a marble roller coaster in

TinkerCAD!  (Note that while any small ball will work,

marbles tend to be the most massive, and their weight

makes the end experience a little more satisfying!)

First, you need to find the size of your marble.  The

average marble is just less than 16mm in diameter, but you

may want to measure yours to be sure.  Because of the

curving spherical surface, this is often a difficult

measurement to do with a ruler.  The best tool to use is a

caliper, but if you don’t have one handy you can use an

open-ended wrench instead.  A 16mm marble fits inside a

16mm wrench or a 5/8-inch wrench.

With the size of your marble in mind, it is time to design

the track.  The majority of a roller coaster is made up of flat

chutes, or tubes.  To make a chute, choose either a cylinder

or box and use cylinder- and box-shaped holes to make an

open path for the marble to travel in.  A set of sample

chutes appears in Figure 7.9 on the right.
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Another important component is an elbow-shaped chute.

Rather than using a cylinder or box, you will need to use a

torus or tube.  This object will require multiple groupings:

first grouping the shape and some hole-shaped boxes so

you’re left with only 1/4 or 1/8th of full loop, then the

integration of another torus/tube or two in order to carve out

the track and make the path visible if desired.

Using duplicates of just these two shapes, you can assemble a larger track either in TinkerCAD 

(printed as a whole track) or in real life (printed as individual components).  Assembling the 

pieces in real life might be the best option in order to save filament, but before you start printing, 

consider the benefit of helping those pieces link together by turning them into a construction set.  

See Activity 6 below!

Activity 6: Construction Set

The term “construction set” is often used in the toy and education industries, and it can be used to 

describe systems with interconnected pieces like K’nex, Lincoln Logs, and LEGO.  You can of 

course develop sets similar to (or even compatible with) these systems in TinkerCAD, but in order

to make a construction set completely your own, think about a way to interconnect the pieces of 

the roller coaster developed in Activity 5.

You might be able to use the connectors which

are included as shapes within TinkerCAD (such as

the ball-and-socket connectors), but it may be better

to devise a system of clips which hold pieces together

without getting in the way of the track.  For example,

if you were to place a clip along both sides of a box-

shaped roller coaster chute, each clip might be as

simple as a roof connected to a thin box, where each

roof fits into a roof-shaped hole in the next part.  (See

Figure 7.11).

The use of two clips increases the amount of plastic,

however.  Would there be a way to design a single

connection and hole which would provide the same

functionality?
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Activity 7: Minecraft Export

Exporting an object from TinkerCAD into Minecraft is easy, and by searching the web there are 

similarly easy ways to export from TinkerCAD into other 3-dimensional games.

To export into Minecraft, ensure that all objects are grouped on the

workplane (this can be a single object, a single grouped object, or a

grouped series of objects that are not even touching one another).

TinkerCAD cannot complete a Minecraft export if there are separate

objects on the workplane which have not been grouped.

Go to the Minecraft export workspace using the icon in the upper-

right corner of the screen, change block size or material settings, then

click the Export button to save the Schematic file to your computer.  This

file can then be used from within Minecraft!
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